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ProblemProblem



Wavelet ApproachWavelet Approach

�� J. Li and R. M. Gray, J. Li and R. M. Gray, ““ContextContext--Based Based MultiscaleMultiscale
Classification of Document Images Using Classification of Document Images Using 
Wavelet Coefficient Distributions.Wavelet Coefficient Distributions.””

�� First pass classification based on Wavelet First pass classification based on Wavelet 
Coefficient DistributionsCoefficient Distributions

�� MultiscaleMultiscale approach approach 
�� ContextContext--based based microclassificationmicroclassification

�� Implemented by Lau, Chen, Implemented by Lau, Chen, OngOng, , KooKoo



Distribution in PicturesDistribution in Pictures

Computer-
Generated

Postal



LaplacianLaplacian DistributionDistribution



Distribution in TextDistribution in Text

Computer-
Generated
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HaarHaar Transform Coefficient Transform Coefficient 
Distributions SummaryDistributions Summary

�� Pictures (computerPictures (computer--generated and postal), have generated and postal), have 
LaplacianLaplacian Distribution of Distribution of HaarHaar Transform Transform 
CoefficientsCoefficients

�� ComputerComputer--generated text has extremely discrete generated text has extremely discrete 
distribution clustered around certain valuesdistribution clustered around certain values

�� Postal text has almost Postal text has almost LaplacianLaplacian distributiondistribution
�� Caused by Caused by ‘‘Dirty TextDirty Text’’ problemproblem

�� Transitions from characters to background are not abruptTransitions from characters to background are not abrupt
�� Many different transitions produce smooth coefficient Many different transitions produce smooth coefficient 

distribution, not clustered distributiondistribution, not clustered distribution



ContextContext--based Classificationbased Classification

�� Classifier uses information gathered at Classifier uses information gathered at 
large block sizes to aid classification of large block sizes to aid classification of 
‘‘undeterminedundetermined’’ smaller blockssmaller blocks

�� Procedure delineated by Li and Gray; Procedure delineated by Li and Gray; 
implemented by Lau, et al.implemented by Lau, et al.
�� Interpolates from Interpolates from ‘‘determineddetermined’’ adjacent adjacent 

blocksblocks



Evaluation of ContextEvaluation of Context--based based 
ClassificationClassification

�� When algorithm is applied to computerWhen algorithm is applied to computer--
generated data, it works extremely wellgenerated data, it works extremely well
�� Shows effectiveness of contextShows effectiveness of context--based based 

classificationclassification

�� When applied to postal data, first pass When applied to postal data, first pass is is 
not effective enough to enable contextnot effective enough to enable context--
based classification to workbased classification to work



DiscussionDiscussion

�� Classification approach was designed for Classification approach was designed for 
computercomputer--generated document imagesgenerated document images
�� Relies on sharp edges among text charactersRelies on sharp edges among text characters
�� Fails due to Fails due to ‘‘dirty textdirty text’’

�� MultiscaleMultiscale contextcontext--based classification may be based classification may be 
useful if first pass classification is suited to useful if first pass classification is suited to 
postal datapostal data

�� Therefore, I propose a new first pass Therefore, I propose a new first pass 
classification schemeclassification scheme



New First Pass Classification:New First Pass Classification:
66--D ApproachD Approach

�� Use a 6Use a 6--dimensional feature space for first dimensional feature space for first 
pass pass classificatonclassificaton

�� 5 features proposed by A. 5 features proposed by A. SuvichakornSuvichakorn, S. , S. 
WatcharabusaracumWatcharabusaracum, and W. , and W. SinthupinyoSinthupinyo, , 
in in ““Simple Layout Segmentation of GraySimple Layout Segmentation of Gray--
Scale Document Images.Scale Document Images.””

�� 1 feature not in the literature1 feature not in the literature



6 Classification Features6 Classification Features

�� µµ –– Mean IntensityMean Intensity
�� σσ –– Standard Deviation IntensityStandard Deviation Intensity
�� αα –– Active PixelsActive Pixels
�� DDxx –– Sum of Second Derivatives in xSum of Second Derivatives in x

�� via via SavitzkySavitzky--GolayGolay FilterFilter

�� DDyy –– Sum of Second Derivatives in ySum of Second Derivatives in y
�� via via SavitzkySavitzky--GolayGolay FilterFilter

�� ggcc -- Sum of Cardinal Gradient Vector magnitudesSum of Cardinal Gradient Vector magnitudes



µµ –– Mean IntensityMean Intensity

�� Mean value of all pixel intensities in blockMean value of all pixel intensities in block
�� For envelopes, three ranges apparent for For envelopes, three ranges apparent for 

three classes: three classes: 
�� µµ ~ 240 background~ 240 background
�� µµ ~ 90 picture~ 90 picture
�� µµ ~ 180 text~ 180 text

�� Does not work well for magazinesDoes not work well for magazines



σσ –– Standard Deviation IntensityStandard Deviation Intensity

�� Standard Deviation of all pixel intensities Standard Deviation of all pixel intensities 
in blockin block

�� Used to distinguish backgroundUsed to distinguish background
�� σσ ~ 0 background~ 0 background



αα –– Active PixelsActive Pixels

�� αα = = ΣΣ (I < (I < µµ -- kk··σσ))
�� A count is taken of pixels with intensity less than A count is taken of pixels with intensity less than 

the threshold the threshold µµ -- kk··σσ
�� k is a chosen constantk is a chosen constant

�� The method of Adaptive The method of Adaptive ThresholdingThresholding is is 
employedemployed
�� Each block has its own thresholdEach block has its own threshold
�� Avoids problems associated with predetermined Avoids problems associated with predetermined 

global thresholdglobal threshold
�� Necessity to characterize data set Necessity to characterize data set a prioria priori
�� Irregular lighting of documentIrregular lighting of document



Why it WorksWhy it Works

µµ-σ µµ-2σ µ-σ

�� Text blocks have preponderance of light pixels Text blocks have preponderance of light pixels 
(background), which brings up the mean.  Dark pixels (background), which brings up the mean.  Dark pixels 
(characters) are also present.  Therefore, pixels more (characters) are also present.  Therefore, pixels more 
than 2 standard deviations below the mean are than 2 standard deviations below the mean are 
abundant.abundant.



Evaluation of Evaluation of αα

�� Pictures and text can be distinguished Pictures and text can be distinguished 
using using αα

�� Results are not heavily influenced by Results are not heavily influenced by 
choice of kchoice of k



DDxx and and DDyy –– Sum of Second Sum of Second 
Derivatives of Average IntensityDerivatives of Average Intensity

�� IIav,xav,x denotes the vector containing the means of denotes the vector containing the means of 
the image block columnsthe image block columns

�� IIav,yav,y denotes the vector containing the means of denotes the vector containing the means of 
the image block rowsthe image block rows

�� DDxx==ΣΣ(|(d(|(d2 2 IIav,xav,x /dx/dx22)|, evaluated at all points))|, evaluated at all points)
�� DDyy==ΣΣ(|(d(|(d2 2 IIav,yav,y /dy/dy22)|, evaluated at all points))|, evaluated at all points)
�� Second Derivatives are obtained with Second Derivatives are obtained with SavitzkySavitzky--

GolayGolay FilterFilter



Why it WorksWhy it Works

�� �� Edges, Edges, �� |Second Derivatives|, |Second Derivatives|, �� DD
�� Other edgeOther edge--based features have been based features have been 

proposedproposed
�� SobelSobel Gradient SumGradient Sum
�� Prewitt OperatorPrewitt Operator
�� Canny Edge detectorCanny Edge detector

�� SavitzkySavitzky--GolayGolay second derivative is second derivative is 
computationally fastcomputationally fast



Review of Review of SavitzkySavitzky--GolayGolay FilterFilter

�� Also known as LeastAlso known as Least--Squares Smoothing FilterSquares Smoothing Filter
�� A frame of points surrounding the current point A frame of points surrounding the current point 

is fit to a polynomial of specified order by the is fit to a polynomial of specified order by the 
technique of leasttechnique of least--squaressquares

�� From the fitted polynomial, the function value of From the fitted polynomial, the function value of 
the current point is retained, while the function the current point is retained, while the function 
values of other points in the frame are discardedvalues of other points in the frame are discarded



Review of Review of SavitzkySavitzky--GolayGolay FilterFilter
(ex: Polynomial Order=2; Frame Length=5)(ex: Polynomial Order=2; Frame Length=5)

�� ww is noisy datais noisy data
�� Basis VectorsBasis Vectors

�� ss00 = [1;1;1;1;1]= [1;1;1;1;1]
�� ss11 = [= [--2;2;--1;0;1;2]1;0;1;2]
�� ss22 = [4;1;0;1;4]= [4;1;0;1;4]
�� SS = [= [ss00 ss11 ss22]]

�� ŵŵ = c= c00ss00 + c+ c11ss11 + c+ c22ss22

�� Find optimal Find optimal cc
�� cc = (S= (STTS)S)--11SSTTww



Review of Review of SavitzkySavitzky--GolayGolay FilterFilter
(ex: Polynomial Order=2; Frame Length=5)(ex: Polynomial Order=2; Frame Length=5)
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�� (S(STTS)S)--11SSTT[0;1;6;10;17] = [0;1;6;10;17] = 
[5.229;4.300;0.786][5.229;4.300;0.786]

�� ŵŵ[5] = 5.229[5] = 5.229
�� ŵŵ’’[5] = 4.300[5] = 4.300
�� ŵŵ’’’’[5] = 0.786[5] = 0.786
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Review of Review of SavitzkySavitzky--GolayGolay FilterFilter

�� In practice, filtering is performed by a In practice, filtering is performed by a 
single matrix multiplicationsingle matrix multiplication
�� No loop necessary to move the frameNo loop necessary to move the frame

�� The resulting matrix contains the filtered The resulting matrix contains the filtered 
data, the first derivative of the filtered data, the first derivative of the filtered 
data, and all other order derivatives up to data, and all other order derivatives up to 
the order of the polynomial used in the the order of the polynomial used in the 
leastleast--squares fitsquares fit



Effect of Frame LengthEffect of Frame Length

�� Generally, Generally, DDxx and and DDyy
remain banded for remain banded for 
different frame different frame 
lengthslengths

�� However, smaller However, smaller 
frame length works frame length works 
betterbetter
�� Fine structure of Fine structure of 

characters is lost with characters is lost with 
large frame lengthlarge frame length



Evaluation of Evaluation of DDxx and and DDyy

�� DDxx and and DDyy are useful metrics to separate are useful metrics to separate 
text from pictures and backgroundtext from pictures and background

�� Edgy pictures will cause failureEdgy pictures will cause failure



Gradient Vector DirectionGradient Vector Direction

�� Text has maximum gradient in the four Text has maximum gradient in the four 
cardinal directions  cardinal directions  --ππ/2, 0, /2, 0, ππ/2, and /2, and ππ

�� Pictures have no direction in which Pictures have no direction in which 
gradient is expected to be maximumgradient is expected to be maximum



Illustration of Illustration of Gradient Vector FieldGradient Vector Field



Gradient Vector Direction Gradient Vector Direction –– θθi,ji,j

�� Definition:Definition:
�� ∆∆hhi,ji,j = I= I(i+1),j(i+1),j –– IIi,ji,j (Horizontal Gradient)(Horizontal Gradient)
�� ∆∆vvi,ji,j = I= Ii,(j+1)i,(j+1) –– IIi,ji,j (Vertical Gradient)(Vertical Gradient)

�� θθi,ji,j = tan= tan--11((∆∆vvi,ji,j / / ∆∆hhi,ji,j))

�� --ππ < < θθi,ji,j ≤≤ ππ
�� i, j: 1, 2, i, j: 1, 2, ……, N, N--11



ggcc –– Cardinal Gradient Vector Cardinal Gradient Vector 
MagnitudeMagnitude

�� Gradient vectors whose Gradient vectors whose θθ falls within a 15falls within a 15°°
range around the four cardinal directions range around the four cardinal directions 
is classified as a cardinal gradient vector.  is classified as a cardinal gradient vector.  

�� I propose a classification feature that is I propose a classification feature that is 
the summation of cardinal gradient vector the summation of cardinal gradient vector 
magnitudes (magnitudes (ggcc). ). 



Histogram of Gradient Vector Histogram of Gradient Vector 
Direction Weighted by MagnitudeDirection Weighted by Magnitude



Evaluation of Evaluation of ggcc

�� Text and pictures can be classified using Text and pictures can be classified using 
this featurethis feature

�� Prone to error in rotated images Prone to error in rotated images 
�� Relatively fast to computeRelatively fast to compute



Summary of 6 FeaturesSummary of 6 Features

�� µµ: three bands, but prone to error depending on : three bands, but prone to error depending on 
lighting, background color, etc.lighting, background color, etc.

�� σσ: good for separating out background: good for separating out background
�� αα: good for separating out text: good for separating out text
�� DDxx, , DDyy: three bands, but prone to error on edgy : three bands, but prone to error on edgy 

picturespictures
�� Not prone to error based on lighting and background Not prone to error based on lighting and background 

colorcolor
�� ggcc: good for separating pictures and text, but : good for separating pictures and text, but 

prone to error on misaligned picturesprone to error on misaligned pictures



6 Dimensional Feature Space6 Dimensional Feature Space

�� There are numerous ways to classify There are numerous ways to classify 
image blocksimage blocks

�� Too many ways to look atToo many ways to look at
�� I developed a decision tree which is hardly I developed a decision tree which is hardly 

optimal, but still gives good resultsoptimal, but still gives good results
�� With more experimentation and better With more experimentation and better 

techniques, the decision rule can be techniques, the decision rule can be 
significantly improvedsignificantly improved



First Pass Classification: First Pass Classification: 
Decision TreeDecision Tree



Comparison of Classification Comparison of Classification 
TechniquesTechniques

�� Wavelet approach is computationally slow, Wavelet approach is computationally slow, 
whereas 6whereas 6--D approach is fastD approach is fast

�� 66--D approach can be improved by better D approach can be improved by better 
decision rule, whereas wavelet approach decision rule, whereas wavelet approach 
cannot be improved muchcannot be improved much

�� Comparative results will be shown in the Comparative results will be shown in the 
following slidesfollowing slides



Comparative ResultsComparative Results
Wavelet 6-D



Comparative ResultsComparative Results
Wavelet 6-D



Comparative ResultsComparative Results
Wavelet 6-D



Table of ResultsTable of Results

3.543.54174.21174.219.009.0014.4414.4488
4.424.42225.68225.6825.6725.6726.7226.7277
4.624.62211.75211.7533.3333.3335.0835.0866
5.945.94237.90237.9036.6936.6943.8643.8655
5.265.26176.66176.6631.5331.5340.1140.1144
6.656.65183.01183.0121.9421.9429.7829.7833
5.645.64148.37148.3728.5028.5039.1739.1722
5.815.81157.76157.7623.0623.0634.6734.6711

Execution TimeExecution Time% Error% ErrorIDID
66--DDWaveletWavelet66--DDWaveletWavelet



Final DiscussionFinal Discussion

�� Many false classifications occur at the envelope boundaryMany false classifications occur at the envelope boundary
�� Wavelet approach classifies as textWavelet approach classifies as text
�� 66--Dimensional approach classifies as pictureDimensional approach classifies as picture

�� Other deviations from hand segmentation are a matter of precisioOther deviations from hand segmentation are a matter of precision n 
rather than accuracyrather than accuracy

�� Remaining misclassifications are true errorsRemaining misclassifications are true errors

�� Classification error is worse with waveletClassification error is worse with wavelet--based approach for all test based approach for all test 
imagesimages

�� Execution time is 25 times longer for waveletExecution time is 25 times longer for wavelet--based approachbased approach
�� Classification error is still not acceptableClassification error is still not acceptable

�� Can be improved by better decision ruleCan be improved by better decision rule


